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Design

by Mike Waters N.A.

www.smalltridesign.com

“A refreshing throwback to
a time when almost anyone
could obtain their dreams...
and apparently still can.”

The Unique, All-Wood, W17 Trimaran...
It’s Development, Design and
Construction

W

ith the W17 now being built in more
than 30 countries, many of you certainly
know the boat by now, and some of you
may have seen or even sailed her. But since the boat is
growing in popularity following enthusiastic reports
about her efficiency, versatility and good looks, it
could be instructive to go back a few years and consider… what drove the design, what were the goals
and how were they met?
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As an opener, I have no shame in saying that this
boat was originally designed for myself! But as I
chatted with others of similar experience, I soon realized there would be an eager market once the design
was complete and the boat proven. I had not long
ago sold my beloved Magic Hempel, so no ‘ordinary
boat’ would please me, but I now wanted something
simpler to maintain and with lighter parts to handle
on shore. I was not interested in the relatively flimsy
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‘kayaks-with-floats’ that were popping up, as I still
wanted something with more capability in rough
water, plus some storage space and cockpit comfort
that would offer more feeling of security than those
lightweights. I also wanted the boat to be relatively
dry, have a fully draining cockpit, sail really well, go
to windward better than most, and carry an efficient
rotating wing mast while still not being expensive
to build.
I also have ‘a thing’ about the use of ‘bent pipes’
as akas (cross beams) for any form of multihull, as
they just don’t look nautical enough for me … and
after all, this was to be an all-wood boat that really
looks good! I still sense the same aversion to bent
pipes on a boat that I used to have about the first
fiberglass boats that came out in the 1950s. I thought
they looked more like bathtubs than any boat I had
previously admired! I know that tubes are relatively
strong for their weight and have practical value in
that they can be inexpensively bent to be out of the
water – but they STILL do not look right to me. They
can really only be justified and strong enough when

the ama (outrigger) has small enough buoyancy ...
and that limits the power the boat develops under
sail. And a really good looking boat adds so much
extra pride in ownership, that such a boat will get
all the maintenance it deserves … and also pay back
its owner at resale.
So here‘s a summary list of the above design goals
– and one might already say, “you’re asking for a lot!”
But I hope this article will show how each attribute
was eventually achieved in the final design:
• Simple to Maintain
• Easy to handle ashore
• Some rough water capability
• On-board storage
• Comfortable and fully-draining cockpit
• Feeling of security
• Relatively dry
• Sail and handle well
• Go to windward better than most
• Carry a rotating wingmast
• Not be expensive to build
• And above all, look really good!

Mike Waters sorting the halyards – all furled.
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The cockpit

I hope this design exercise will help other budding
designers to proceed in a similar systematic fashion,
as in my experience, regardless of what boat or boatsize you’re designing, it’s the best way to get a boat
that you’re totally happy with when it’s all done …
and after all, you’ll probably be putting quite an effort into the building later on, not to mention your
hard earned cash.
Tackling the Hull Design
The first task was to decide on the main dimensions. These would directly affect several of my
criteria, such as seaworthiness, performance, dryness, cost, handling ashore and maintenance. A
quick glance will clearly show the dilemma of ALL
designers … “oh gosh, we’ll have to compromise!”
as the first three items push for a larger boat, while
the remaining three, put significant limits on size.
By using a low, flat trailer, I figured I could readily
shore handle about 500 lbs for launching, so that
was a start. For cost, I first thought about using two
sheets of plywood in length but with a scarf, which
would limit the length to about 15’ 9”. Now, capability of a boat in rough water goes up at LEAST
with the square of its length and one could argue,
even a little more. So, a 14-footer will be at least
twice as capable as a 10-footer and a 20-footer, at
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least twice as capable as a 14-footer [102 x 2 = ~142
and 142 x 2 = ~202].
So I rethought the length. Being as this was a trimaran, two of the three hulls (amas) could at least
be slightly shorter than the main hull, so if the 15’
9” limit was assigned to the amas then the main hull
could be longer with only a small panel added on.
As the stern would be pretty flat sided, adding this
aft was most logical. So now the boat was a full 17
feet ... and using the above reasoning, [172/15.752],
would be at least 16% more seaworthy just from this
small change. As associated weight and cost would
not logically allow one to go much bigger, I chose
this as the final length and then worked to see what
performance and dryness I could design in through
some unique features. The W17 was born.
I was already getting interest in such a boat from
the Philippines and as they typically haul up their
boats on sandy beaches, a flat main hull started to
make sense, especially as this would also keep the
boat low on the trailer for easier launching. The simpler construction was just a side advantage. For low
wave resistance, I also like to keep the main hull
displacement as low as practical, as well as keeping
the sides as vertical as possible (My arguments on
this, as well as for other points in this article, may be
found in articles already published on my website).
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But too-vertical a side would not help cockpit
comfort, so I compromised here with just a slight
incline. Keeping the volume low could best be done
with a low bow, also giving a low keel rocker, which
generally helps speed at the possible expense of
turning ability. But as trimarans turn easier than
catamarans, I judged this would not be a big issue. The main hull beam was dictated mainly by
the displacement required to support the weight.
I aimed to be able to carry the full boat and rig
weight plus one heavy adult on just the main hull
buoyancy ... with ama buoyancy coming into effect
when increased weight was carried. I also checked
for good foot space in the cockpit, but this worked
out okay, as the raised cockpit floor above the waterline would be a little wider than the actual main
hull bottom. On such a short boat, a vertical stem
made sense to keep the waterline as long as possible, but for both appearance and just in case the
boat would ever be used as a mold, I included a
small stem rake.
Before leaving the main hull, I’d like to reason over
the seemingly boxy cross section resulting from the
flat bottom, as I’m sure some will comment about it.
The first thing to remember is that the boat moves
lengthwise and those hard corners will all be running
parallel to the flow, not crossing it – just as they do
on a fast motorboat. In fact, those square corners help
to prevent cross flow and add important resistance to
side slip. Rounding the chines would negate that, so
it’s absolutely not the thing to do in this case. Sure,
surface friction would drop a fraction, but wave and
leeway resistance would be compromised. The hull
is narrow and deep and when sailing this boat, I
can guarantee you’ll have absolutely no sensation
of sailing in a box! After all, even stealth planes do
not have streamlined, rounded cross-sections.
The main hull interior was primarily fixed by
deciding on a cockpit length of about 7 feet clear,
as this would provide enough space between the
cross beams (akas) for the crew to sleep on either
the cockpit floor, or on the side trampolines, using
one-person tents for small coastal cruises. In order to
give something solid for the mast load, the forward
beam and mast were located at the same place – and
that automatically located the aft beam 7 feet behind
it. I always try to build in a watertight bulkhead up
forward in case of impact with another boat, dock
or flotsam, so after that was located, I was able to
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create two large storage compartments; one forward
with an access hatch large enough to swallow an
icebox, extra sails, anchor and camping gear, with
another aft for lightweight items. As the ama bows
need to be at least level with the main bow for adequate diagonal stability, this means that they would
stop short of the stern. Being as that leaves only the
main hull providing buoyancy aft, one needs to store
only lightweight items in the aft locker. One effective
way to control this is to make access a little tighter.
So I used 10” round hatches only, not a huge square
hatch as is fitted forward, but there’s still room in
the design for personal preferences here. Just keep
in mind that everything has a reason.
A Solution for the Foils
Before moving on, let’s look at the foils, starting
with the rudder. Small boats can readily get thrown
up and down, so a rudder goes in-and-out a lot. The
typical transom-hung rudder is open to the waterline
and that allows air to be sucked down when rudder
angle is applied, requiring that it go fairly deep.

Rudder-Tiller
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W17-dagger at 40

Where I sail there is a rock shelf so I needed to
be able to sail in fairly shallow water without high
risk of damage. So what to do? I decided that IF the
rudder could be tucked under the main hull and built
as a high-efficiency spade, the rudder depth could
be significantly less than normal yet still work well.
I’d still need to make it readily lifting so it could be
raised for hauling out and also be releasable in shallow
water. A glance at the rudder system on one of my
kayaks using a deck hinge, plus a visiting boat with
a rudder similar to what I needed, soon confirmed
that a rigid rudder stock assembly could be designed
and fabricated in plywood, using a fiberglass tube
for the stainless stock ... with the whole assembly
pivoting at the deck using a strong but lightweight
aluminum piano-hinge. I am probably saving about
6” of rudder depth with this arrangement and it’s
surprisingly light.
The main foil was the next one to figure out. Having already experienced a wicked collision with
a massive uncharted underwater rock on a larger
boat that threw me so violently across the boat that
I broke two ribs, I had already sworn that I’d never
use a fixed dagger board again unless I were racing
big time in deep water – so I really needed a pivoting centerboard. But especially on a relatively short
boat, the long slot implicated would really slow up
the boat unless seals were used. Seals can be made
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to work with good design and the right materials,
but they are still at risk of damage and not so easy
to replace. So, what to do? I finally came up with
a compromise … a pivoting dagger board. Playing
around with cardboard shapes, I devised a board and
case opening that would permit the dagger board to
readily rake back about 45 degrees. As this gave a
quick reduction in draft of about 13”, this would give
enough warning to grab the large handle and raise
the board in time … and this has proven to work
very well. As the front edge of the board may hit the
occasional rock, I built in a solid fiberglass rod to
resist that. Also, when the board slopes back, the fine
rear edge can take a concentrated load against the
bottom rear edge of the case opening. So to reduce
damage there, the entire rear edge of the pivoting
dagger board is created from twisted strands (tows) of
carbon fiber, as these are far tougher than just wood
or glass. In addition, a number of wood ‘teeth’ were
incorporated into the rear inside edge of the box, to
assist with wave surge suppression.
These ideas and others to yet be defined contributed to my driving interest to make this boat quite
special, ‘full of unique features that work’. After all,
I reasoned, it might be the last one I’d ever build!
Now for the Critical Akas (crossbeams)
The akas or crossbeams were the next challenge.
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Being of wood, a box section was logical but risked to
be too heavy. Now if I was to avoid using water-stays,
the beams would need to act as cantilevers, meaning that they could theoretically taper in strength as
they spread outwards. But as they also need rigidity
and strength for longitudinal resistance, I chose to
keep their width standard throughout and adjust only
the depth and the internals for the varying stress. In
theory, the beam strength and loads could create a
beam with this sort of distribution of inside material
(see diagram).
But as this boat was to be folded for trailing on
the highway, the upper theoretical beam shape in
this sketch would need to be modified in order to be
much stronger where it was hinged. As most barn
and garage doors are about 7’-10” (2.38 m) clear, I
needed to keep the overall width comfortably under
that, so I set 7’-3” as a target.
I also wanted the amas to fold up over the main hull
for trailering, leaving just enough space between them
to be able to squeeze by if necessary. This geometry
would dictate where the hinge point needed to be and
the final width came out to be 7’ 2”. As the boat is still
fairly small in relation to anticipated wave heights,
the beams were mounted totally above the deck and
designed to lift even higher farther outboard, before
curving down to the amas. Included photos show
the final shape. Mentioning the relationship of the
beams to wave height, reminds me to state something new designers need to remember. We often
think of ‘sizing things up’, or ‘sizing things down’
when adjusting for space or cost. But we must never
forget that waves do not auto-adjust themselves with
the size of a boat … and neither are humans smaller
just because a boat is smaller! So scaling up or down
has considerable limitations, and heights in particular
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end up being proportionally greater on small boats
than for larger ones.
Back to the W17… The forward box beam would
need a fairing to keep forward resistance and spray
down and this was achieved by adding vee’d panels of
glass-sheathed 3 mm ply, profiled to add significantly
to the appearance and remove any potential boxiness. Having played with ‘conic development’ since
I was a teenager, it’s surprising what neat shapes can
be achieved with flexible plywood – yet still retain
its quasi-isotropic property. Also, by arranging the
trampolines with a slight downward fore-to-aft slope,
the aft beam would not need the same fairing, and
as the forward beam would take the majority of the
ama load, the after one could be somewhat smaller
in section. In fact, for design purposes, it’s advisable
to assume the forward beam might take the full load
from the ama and design its strength for that possibility. The W17 forward beam was calculated that way.
The hinge design and mounting would be a very
critical item if I were to avoid the use of waterstays.
The folding system must be sized according to the
maximum ama buoyancy and its distance from the
main hull, and calculations showed that, with a modest
safety factor, I’d need to design the lower beam latch
to resist almost 5000 lbs! No ordinary hinge would
do this, so as I wanted to avoid welding, I designed,
built and tested a latch of fiberglass. Proven by lab
tests, these have worked perfectly, but as they are not
so easy to produce in large numbers, I also have a
wrap-around design of stainless steel that is equally
strong and equally free of welding. No need to bore
the reader with common structural details, but what
could be of interest is the way I reinforced the wood
beam ends to take the very high load. Typically, when
connecting strong metal parts to wood, the latter is
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always the weakest part. In this case, I wanted the
pins to be the weak link as these will bend before they
fail, giving an important visible warning of reaching
their limit. So the beam ends were first reinforced
internally with plywood palms and then the surface
under the top ply was routed out to take two layers of bi-axial glass. The attachment bolt holes had
special treatment with large epoxy cores & flanges,
that quadrupled their shear resistance. Here’s a quick
look (but see hardware mounting on my website for
more detail).
Now to the Amas
Amas offer a unique design challenge as they can
go from being completely airborne to being totally
underwater, so many compromises must be considered. While working only lightly in the water, say
at 1/4 depth, a conventional boat shape with a good
transom might be justified. But in practice, a full
stern can only work if there’s some exterior way of
limiting heel, such as might be provided by more
radical solutions like fully lifting hydrofoils or a team
of crew on trapezes!
So when forced deeper by higher heel angles, the
shape needs to be more like a fish with a well-tapered
stern, or the drag from a full stern could be enormous. But while a fully tapered stern can work fine
on a trimaran of large size that has enough reserve
aft buoyancy in the main hull, the required aft buoyancy is more difficult to find on smaller boats, where
human ballast might sometimes be too far aft. The
W17 also needed an ama deck wide enough for a
good physical connection of the beam ends ... so
again a compromise was required. Finally, the W17
ama transom shows a fine waterline aft, but slowly
widening towards the deck.
The remaining form of the ama underwent even
deeper thought. After a lifetime observing small
boats, the seemingly obvious became even clearer
to me. Chines and hull surfaces running parallel to

water flow need to be as straight as possible for low
residuary (wave) resistance. Parallel-sided scows
sailed on edge are just one example of this. Wide,
beamy hulls just cannot have straight waterlines if
brought to the centerline at their ends, and often, keel
lines and buttocks also have significant rocker. Like
it or not, these relatively pronounced curves push
against the incompressible water they travel through
and force it up to the surface ... creating waves that
are visual indications of the added resistance. So
how can we combat this? Well, amas have the advantage of being long and slim and if we make them
deeper rather than wider, we can help to straighten
up the waterlines. Chine (knuckle) lines can also
be kept almost straight, especially if we start them
at the bow, fairly deep below the surface. This has
been taken to the limit on the W17 as the ama chine
line is absolutely a straight line in profile; and as the
length to beam (L/B) ratio at mid-depth is over 20:1,
there is very little side force on the passing water to
cause surface waves. Both hulls keep the sides as
vertical as practical and this also allows the passing
waves to merely go up and down as the boat passes
through, avoiding the more typical flared sides that
push against each wave, adding noticeably to wave
creation and resistance.
As for the main hull, the ama bow is relatively
deep, so rocker is minimized ... and this provides a
fine underwater entry at the start of the straight chine
line. As the main hull stays constantly underwater,
its flat bottom is not a problem in waves. But for an
ama that goes in and out, we need a different section. The windward ama in particular needs special
consideration, as, particularly for a small boat in
waves, this will often slap wave tops as it passes. If
we look at the section shown, we can see that an ama
bottom angled up to the outer side shell, will give the
kindest contact to waves … and this solution works
well, combined with my following argument about
how the ama sides should be shaped.

Hinge mounting
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As this will be in conflict with earlier thoughts about
‘lifting aerofoil ama shapes, I need to explain this in
more detail. Let’s look at the Hobie 14/16 hull shapes,
as they claim to get windward lift from their aerofoil
shape without the use of daggerboards. Explanation
of such shapes is commonly tied to the example of
wings giving lift to an airplane. But personally, I’ve
long questioned if the similarity really applies here.
(See sketches on next page.)
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While the airplane wing lift is clear for all, we can
see that IF the leeward hull of a Hobie is going to
get lift in the same manner, the approach angle to
the water must be somewhat similar to the angle of
attack of the plane wing (see the top two sketches).
It would therefore follow that the only way an asymmetrical Hobie hull can actually achieve any lift from
its forward motion through this principle, is to actually have leeway in the first place! So the Hobie
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cannot sail anywhere near a zero leeway line, but
must inevitably side-drift several degrees below it.
Now compare this to the W17 amas that totally
reverse the asymmetrical shape. (On the W17, these
hulls are actually mounted with a slight toe-in so
that the lee bow is already slightly angled upwind
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compared to parallel hulls). We now have the water
pressure on the leeward side of the hull, applying a
side force upwind as the hull is driven forward. A
simple way to look at this is to take a sailboard or even
a kayak – turn it on its side – and push the bow ahead
of you through the water. Which way will it turn?
The extra pressure on the curved
face will clearly turn it AWAY from
the hull underside ... just as it does
on the immersed ama of the W17.
So does this work in practice?
Yes it does … and most who have
sailed the W17 have remarked on
how really low the leeway is and
in fact, if sailed well in water that
is not too rough, it’s about zero
or even occasionally negative ...
appearing to even climb upwind!
Here’s another independent endorsement. A large fleet of Hobie
16s are sailed very competitively
in the Philippines, having hosted
some major world events. So for
initial trials of the W17, we invited
one of their recent champions to
sail the first W17 for 2-3 days and
give us his honest feedback. One
thing he was clear about ... “the
W17 goes to windward and tacks
much better than a Hobie 16”. But
you have to try it or observe a wellMULTIHULLS Magazine | March/April 2016

trimmed W17 to appreciate the difference. As a bonus,
the straighter inside of the W17 ama, allows waves
and water to pass freely between the ama and the
main hull, no longer being squeezed into a restrictive venturi that can occur when the inner ama hull
side is too full.
(FOOTNOTE: Just to be clear, I am not claiming
that the W17 is always faster than a H16 … the boats
are far too different to compare. Hobies are lighter,
tramp-decked day boats, while the W17 has a real
cockpit with more protection, storage and versatility,
making them inevitably heavier. But upwind, the W17
can point and foot much better than the original Hobies
that live with this design issue. As we know, later Hobie
designs (17 ft and over), dropped the asymmetrical
shape and switched to added daggerboards. ‘But if
About the author:
As a young boy, Mike Waters
was first introduced to sailing after
helping his uncle rivet up a lapstrake 15-footer at the tender age
of 10. Little did they know it then,
but that really ‘put a spanner in the
works’ for his parent’s hopes that
Michael would one day be a concert
pianist! At the time, he was well on
track with his musical studies and
still a contender in Britain’s Musical Festivals, but that first sail was
to leave a powerful mark. Though
his parents had zero contact with
boats, they ‘tolerated his craziness’
when, 2 years later, he came back
from the local library with a paperback on ‘How to Build a Boat’. As
did many other young Brits, he had
already devoured the Arthur Ransome adventure series, so a year
later, he had his own little Swallow,
and soon proceeded to add a mast
and sails ... all homemade from materials declared ‘surplus’ after the
war. Well that experience repeated
itself many times, with lots of fine
racing and dinghy cruising packed
in – all parallel to continuing his
music studies. But at 17, he had

this issue is as claimed’, one may well ask, ‘how did
those early Hobies become so successful worldwide?’
Well, the boats are simple, easy to handle, easy off
the beach and relatively inexpensive. So as long as
they are all the same, racing can still be exciting and
fair … and their lightweight still makes them fast off
the wind, especially when sailed ‘on the edge’ with
double trapezes. But perhaps the big driver was the
huge publicity campaign they have long enjoyed).
For more information about the W17 and other designs by Mike Waters, visit: www.smalltridesign.com
In the next issue, the author will highlight hull construction, building the amas, outfitting, the rig and
wing mast of the W17 trimaran.

to make a decision. The choice of
either 5 hours practice per day or,
really learning how to design boats
and ships, was no longer difficult.
The negotiated agreement was to
at least finish his final performance
exam before closing that page of
his life, and that was done just as
he turned 18.
From that day on, boats became
his life and the music was put aside
for the next 20 years! Mike went
on to complete a 6-year degree in
Naval Architecture & Marine Engineering with distinction at Southampton, UK and after heading to
Canada, grew over the next 30 years
to become one of the country’s leading naval architects. While heading up the Engineering and Ship
Design department of a prominent
shipyard, he was responsible for a
dozen unique ship designs, from
which 57 ships were built.
Parallel to this and helping to
raise a family of three, he was always designing, building or sailing
small boats in the 12- to 24-foot
range just as a hobby. About 35
years ago, he became captivated by
the concept of ‘multihulls, that did
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not have to drag around heavy keels
to stay upright’ and subsequently
owned three trimarans, including 16 years with the famous first
Dragonfly Magic Hempel, that won
the 1985 Round-Britain race. On
retiring from shipbuilding, Mike
decided to apply his acquired expertise in both theory and practice,
and created a website dedicated to
‘Small Trimaran Design’ that is
today recognized internationally
as offering free, but sound, advice
to those equally enthusiastic about
these fun boats and what makes
them work. See www.smalltridesign.com. Through this website,
Mike now also offers a few of his
own designs, as well as sharing his
personal opinion on many other
small trimarans in order to assist
potential buyers. He is passionate
about keeping the hard-to-find
technical info available for free, as
his hope is to see builders from all
countries enjoy the deep pleasure
of still building in wood without
designs being out-of-date, plus
sailing and local cruising … All
still doable on a small budget, just
as he has enjoyed all his life! MM
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